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In Japan, breeding Koi--a colorful fish in the carp family--is an art form. This book speaks to its

increased popularity in America with information on maintaining a garden pond and proper care of

the fish. Heavily illustrated with vivid color photos and instructive line art, Barron's Complete Pet

Owner's Manuals show and inform pet owners regarding proper care of dogs, cats, birds, fish,

reptiles, amphibians, small caged animals--virtually every creature that is kept as a pet. The books

give advice on purchasing and otherwise acquiring a pet, feeding it nutritiously, keeping it in good

health, and where applicable, grooming and training it. Each book in this large series is individually

written by a specialist, and though the information is authoritative, the text is clear and

straightforward, easy for every pet owner to understand.
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This is now the 3rd book I've purchased on raising koi. I inherited a koi pond along with a healthy

stock of koi when I purchased my new home.Found some information online, but just wanted a

simple primer on the basics. I have small fish - not those monster beauties, but wanted some basic

information. This book provides everything you might want to know in pretty concise form.I'd

recommend this for anyone like me, just looking to keep my koi alive and healthy!

This book was very informative about Koi. The photographs of various colorations of fish and their

names was very important to me. With this knowledge You know the quality of fish that you might be



buying. The book was very complete with feeding, types of food and all kinds of health issues plus

how to diagnose those problems. The section on types of medicines and health problems was very

complete.

This is a great concise introduction to koi fish and ponds. It includes pics and descriptions of

different classifications of koi. Types of water plants and construction of different types of ponds are

addressed. Basic, but still very informative.

Moved this year into a new home and inherited a Koi Pond. Pretty much like taking care of aquarium

fish, only outside. The book was very helpful in understanding the maintenance and care of the Koi

and the pond. Would recommend book.

Koi book Very Helpful in area of idenifying Koi diseases and general information on life expection

and general care.would highly recommend Koi Fish

Unhappy with the book. Did not cover koi breeding information or info on what to do when it

happens in your pond.

Great book with a lot of good info on taking care of your Koi.

Very happy with both product and seller. Highly recommended!
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